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were twice called for, and greeted with four rounds.    The
lines
<( ValJre si mon roen doit prevaloir ni moi.
Ki personne jamais ne se nommera roi,"
met with tlfe same tokens of approbation.
The theme of this tragedy is based on Livy*s narrative.
Those who like political discussions dramatized have their
taste fully gratified in the second act There is very little
dialogue ; the speeches are too long to admit of more. All
the dramatis persona have a great deal to say, and take up a
long while each whenever they get a chance. Brutus, espe-
cially, is a great talker. The play should end where Brutus,
Bottatinus, and Lucretius kneel and invoke thrice the name of
The real tragedy of the evening was "La Marseillaise/'
into which Mademoiselle Rachel, no longer content with the
tri-colored flag, had introduced a new element. Nemesis had
bound round her waist the tri-colored sash of a Commissary
of Police in the exercise of his functions. Her patriotism was
constantly on the alert for new ways of displaying itself.
" A portion of the members of the provisional government
witnessed this performance," remarks M. Hippolyte Lucas ;
"we have already noticed several times, with pleasure, the
presence in this theatre of the citizens who have assumed the
responsibility of the state's great interests. This augurs well
for the destinies of the stage, which are linked, more than is
generally supposed, with those of the state. Three national
performances are announced. Let now such authors as can
make the heart of the nation vibrate come forward, and we
shall indeed have magnificent performances. Paris will be
quite the Athens of modern civilization. It is said that the
great name of George Sand will consecrate the first of these
performances."
"We shall now see what became of this fine programme^ and
feoir for it realized its pompous announcements.
33» popular and gratuitous performances claimed by " A
and decreed by Citizen Ledrn-Rollin took place.
ifee name of " Premiere Representation
-daeerfbei fey ifae same M. Hippolyte Lucas

